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With the release of Polycom® UC Software 4.x, Polycom has updated the phones with the 
unified call appearance list feature. This feature enables your phone to display all local active, 
incoming, and calls on hold in a Unified List View. This Unified List View will also be referred to 
simply as the call list. A call indicator at the top right of the phone screen indicates the total 
number of calls in the call list. When the total number of calls exceeds the available space on 
your phone screen, you can scroll through the call list. If you want to view call information for a 
specific phone line, press and hold the corresponding line key to see the Line View. 

 

           The UCAL feature is available on the following Polycom phones: 
• SoundPoint IP 450, 550, 560, 650, 670 
• VVX 500 business media phone 

On the SoundStation IP phones the UCAL behavior is not seen as they have single line.   

 

Illustrations in this document indicate call activity with the following line key LED behaviors. 

Figure 1: LED Behavior 

 

 

 

Note: LED Behavior Can Change 

Note that when you have two or more calls on a single line, the LED shows the most 
recent call activity and LED behavior for local calls always takes priority over remote calls. 
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The following figure illustrates the Unified List View and the Line View. In this example, the 
Unified List View shows an active call with Tom Davies on line 2981 and an incoming call from 
Betty Cooper on line 2982. Press the line key beside 2982 to see the Line View. 

Figure 2: Unified List View and Line View 

Unified List View Line View 

  

 

As of UC Software 4.x, the unified call appearance feature displays three call types in the 
following order:  

• Active calls 

• Incoming calls 

• Calls on hold (listed in descending order by duration of hold) 

Understanding Unified Call Appearance Behavior 
This section explains in more detail unified call appearance behavior in the most common call 
scenarios. 

Private Lines 
By default, the Unified List View displays all call types for a private line. If you want to see call 
information specific to a line, use the Line View by pressing and holding the corresponding line 
key. 

The call indicator shows you the total number of calls in the Unified List View. When the total 
number of calls exceeds the space available on the phone screen, scroll through the Unified List 
View using the up and down arrow keys. If you are using a Polycom® VVX® 500 business media 
phone, you can also scroll using the touch screen. The call indicator, shown next, automatically 
displays on your phone screen when the number of calls exceeds the available screen space. 
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Figure 3: The Call Indicator in the Unified List View 

  

Shared Lines 
Polycom phones enable you to have a mix of both private and shared lines. Calls on a shared 
line display in the Unified List View or the Line View depending on who has control of the call. 

• Incoming calls on a shared line display in the Unified List View. 

• Incoming calls on a shared line that you make active become local and display in your 
Unified List View. 

• Incoming calls on a shared line that a remote user makes active display in the Line View. 
The LED beside the line key will display solid red to indicate remote active calls and flash 
red to indicate remote held calls. If you want to view call information for a remote call, 
press and hold the corresponding line key to see call information in the Line View. 

 

 

Note: Using Barge In on a Shared Line 

When you enable barge-in on a shared line, remote active calls and remote held calls display in 
the Call list under Line view. When barge-in is disabled on a shared line, you must use the Line view 
to see remote held calls. 

 

The following figure illustrates call behavior on a shared line. Figure 4 shows shared line 2982A 
displaying a remote call on hold with Betty Cooper in the Line view. 

Figure 4: Shared Lines – Local and Remote Call Behavior 
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Incoming Calls 
Whether your phone receives an incoming call on a shared or a private line, the LED light for 
that line key flashes green and the incoming call information displays in the Unified List View. 

• Single incoming call Default unified call appearance behavior is to list incoming calls 
below active calls in the call list. This behavior is the same for shared lines and busy lamp 
field (BLF) lines. 

• Multiple Incoming calls When your phone receives multiple incoming calls, scroll 
through the call list to see all of the incoming calls. If you want to see call information for a 
specific line, press and hold the corresponding line key. 

• Incoming calls while trying to dial out If your phone receives an incoming call while 
you are trying to dial out, the party name of the incoming call displays on the status bar at 
the top of the phone screen, as shown in Figure 5. During an incoming call, you can stop 
dialing and answer the incoming call or you can continue dialing and ignore the incoming 
call. This behavior is the same whether you static dial - select a line and dial - or dial off-
hook by dialing a number after you lift the handset or engage the headset. Note that this is 
the only scenario in which the party name of an incoming call displays in the status bar. 

Figure 5: Incoming Calls on the Status Bar While Dialing Out 

Static Dialing Offhook Dialing 

 

Figure 5.1  

 

 

Figure 5.2 
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Understanding Changes to the Unified Call Appearance List 
This section provides four scenarios that illustrate the change in behavior of the unified call 
appearance list between UC Software 3.x and 4.x. 

Multiple Calls on Multiple Lines 
In this call scenario, Lisa Wong has multiple registered lines on her phone. While Lisa is in an 
active call with Teresa Swift on line 2981, Betty Cooper calls Lisa on line 2982. 

Figure 6: Multiple Calls on Multiple Lines 

UC Software 3.x UC Software 4.x 

 

Figure 6.1 

 

Figure 6.3 

 

Figure 6.2 

In the previous behavior, illustrated in Figure 6.1, 
Lisa can see her active call with Teresa in her call 
list and sees an incoming call to line 2982 from 
Betty on the status bar. Figure 6.2 shows that Lisa 
can press and hold the line key for line 2982 to view 
call information for Betty’s call. 

Figure 6.3 shows the updated behavior. Lisa can 
see her active call with Teresa and Betty’s 
incoming call in the Unified List View. 
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Active, Incoming, and Hold View 
In this scenario, Lisa Wong has a phone with multiple registered lines. Lisa is in an active call 
with Betty Cooper on private line 2981 and has put Teresa Swift on hold on line 2982. During 
this active call, Lisa receives a second incoming call from Tom Davies on Line 2. 

Figure 7: Active, Incoming, and Hold View 

UC Software 3.x UC Software 4.x 

 

Figure 7.1 

 

Figure 7.3 

 

Figure 7.2 

 

Figure 7.4 

In Figure 7.1, Lisa is in an active call with Betty 
Cooper on line 2981 has Teresa on hold on the 
same line. Tom’s second incoming call displays in 
the status bar and flashes the LED for line 2982. 
Figure 7.2 shows Lisa pressing the line key for 
2982 to see call information for Tom’s incoming 
call. 

Figure 7.3 shows Lisa’s active call with Betty 
Cooper on private line 2981 and Tom’s incoming 
call flashes green on line 2982. When Tom calls 
Lisa, Figure 7.4 shows that as of UC Software 4.x, 
the Unified List View shows three of Lisa’s calls – 
her active call with Betty, Tom’s incoming call and  
Teresa on hold. Note that the total number of calls 
displays in the call indicator at top right. 
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Remote Held Call Scenario 
This scenario involves four phone users. Lisa Wong and Marie Jones share line 2982A. Teresa 
Swift calls this line and Lisa answers the call. During Lisa and Teresa’s active call on shared line 
2982A, Betty Cooper calls the shared line. Marie answers the call and places Betty’s call on 
hold. 

Figure 8: Remote Held Call 

UC Software 3.x UC Software 4.x 

 

Figure 8.1 

 

Figure 8.2 

In Figure 8.1, Lisa sees the remote call on hold in 
the same call list as her active call with Teresa. 

 

Figure 8.3 

In the updated behavior, in Figure 8.3, Lisa sees 
the remote call on hold in the same call list as her 
active call with Teresa. When Marie puts Betty on 
hold, the LED for 2982a flashes on Lisa’s phone. 
Lisa can press and hold the line key for 2982a to 
see call information for Betty’s call. Retrieve the 
call on hold by pressing the Resume soft key. 
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Busy Lamp Field (BLF) Monitored Line Scenario 
This scenario involves four phone users. Lisa Wong has a BLF line labeled Tom Davies 
monitoring Tom. Lisa receives an incoming call from Teresa Swift on private line 2981 and she 
answers it. During this active call, Betty Cooper calls Tom on the line that Lisa is monitoring. 
How does Betty’s call display on Lisa’s phone? 

Figure 9: Busy Lamp Field Monitored Line 

UC Software 3.x UC Software 4.x 

 

Figure 9.1 

 

Figure 9.3 

 

Figure 9.2 

Figure 9.1 shows Lisa in an active call with Teresa 
and her BLF line for Tom flashing green, indicating 
that Betty is calling Tom on the line that Lisa is 
monitoring. Figure 9.2 shows that while in her 
active call with Teresa, Lisa is pressing the line key 
for her BLF line and sees that Betty is calling Tom. 

In the new behavior, shown in Figure 9.3, Betty’s 
call to Tom automatically displays in Lisa’s Unified 
List View while Lisa is in an active call with 
Teresa. 
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Unchanged Unified Call Appearance Behavior 
Not all unified call appearance behavior has changed from UC Software 3.x to 4.x. The following 
two scenarios illustrate unchanged behavior. 

Multiple Calls on a Single Line 
Lisa Wong has a private line 2981. Lisa is in an active call with Teresa Swift. During this active 
call, Betty Cooper calls Lisa. 

In UC Software 3.x and in 4.x, Teresa’s active call and Betty’s incoming call display in the same 
call list below the active call, as shown next. 

Figure 10: Multiple Calls on a Single Line 

 

Remote Active Call Scenario 
Lisa Wong and Marie Jones share line 2982 and Lisa has a second private line 2981. Lisa is in 
an active call with Teresa Swift on the line she shares with Marie. During this active call, Betty 
Cooper calls the shared line and Marie answers Betty’s call. 

In UC Software 3.x and 4.x, Betty’s active call with Marie does not display in Lisa’s call list. Lisa 
must use the Line View to see call information.  

Figure 11: Remote Active Call on a Shared Line 
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Trademarks 
©2012, Polycom, Inc. All rights reserved.  
POLYCOM®, the Polycom logo and the names and marks associated with Polycom products are trademarks and/or 
service marks of Polycom, Inc. and are registered and/or common law marks in the United States and various other 
countries. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners. No portion hereof may be reproduced or 
transmitted in any form or by any means, for any purpose other than the recipient's personal use, without the 
express written permission of Polycom. 

Disclaimer 
While Polycom uses reasonable efforts to include accurate and up-to-date information in this document, Polycom 
makes no warranties or representations as to its accuracy. Polycom assumes no liability or responsibility for any 
typographical or other errors or omissions in the content of this document. 

Limitation of Liability 
Polycom and/or its respective suppliers make no representations about the suitability of the information contained in 
this document for any purpose. Information is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind and is subject to change 
without notice. The entire risk arising out of its use remains with the recipient. In no event shall Polycom and/or its 
respective suppliers be liable for any direct, consequential, incidental, special, punitive or other damages whatsoever 
(including without limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, or loss of business 
information), even if Polycom has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 

Customer Feedback 
We are striving to improve our documentation quality and we appreciate your feedback. Email your opinions and 
comments to DocumentationFeedback@polycom.com. 

 

 
Visit Polycom Voice Support for software downloads, product documents, product licenses, troubleshooting tips, 
service requests, and more. 
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